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Abstract. As over seventy percent of the land of Hong Kong is mountainous, rainfall-induced debris flows are not uncommon in Hong Kong. The objective of this study is to incorporate numerical simulations of debris flows with GIS to identify potential debris flow hazard areas. To illustrate this approach, the proposed methodology is applied to Leung King Estate in Tuen Mun. A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the terrain and the potential debris-flow sources were generated by using GIS to provide the required terrain and flow source data for the numerical simulations. A theoretical model by Takahashi et al. (1992) improved by incorporating a new erosion initiation criterion was used for simulating the runout distances of debris flows. The well-documented 1990 Tsing Shan debris flow, which occurred not too far from Leung King Estate, was used to calibrate most of the flow parameters needed for computer simulations. Based on the simulation results, a potential hazard zone was identified and presented by using GIS. Our proposed hazard map was thus determined by flow dynamics and a deposition mechanism through computer simulations without using any so-called expert opinions, which are bounded to be subjective and biased.

1 Introduction

Over seventy percent of the 1098 square kilometers of land in Hong Kong is hilly, and usable flat land is very scarce. Continuous reclamation within Victoria Harbor and elsewhere in Hong Kong cannot completely ease the land shortage problem because of the rapid growth of the population of Hong Kong: the population of Hong Kong increased from 2.2 million in 1953 to 6.8 million in 2003. Inevitably, natural hillsides have been transformed into residential and commercial areas and used for infrastructural development. The risk of debris flow in Hong Kong has been increasing tremendously because the rapid development of rural areas next to steep terrain. For example, a series of debris flows occurred on 14 April 2000 in the mountain range west of Leung King Estate. Debris materials of two of these events reached Leung King Estate which was completed only in 1991 and blocked the access road to the Estate. An aerial photograph showing these two debris flows is given in Fig. 1 (Halcrow, 2002).

Recent field trip work in this area, in conjunction with information extracted from aerial photographs, revealed landslides and debris flows have occurred in the past in the mountain range next to Leung King Estate. There is also strong field evidence that this area contains various fault systems. These faults have not been mapped previously by the Hong Kong Geological Survey. More specifically, highly sheared quartz boulders, outcropping mylonite (a foliated fine grained metamorphic rock which shows evidence for strong ductile deformation) and fault breccias (a medium to coarse-grained cataclasite containing more than 30% visible fragments) are found on the 250 m high mountain ridge next to Leung King Estate. Pores in the fault breccias indicate the tensile nature of the fault zone, and crystallized quartz deposits are found within these pores. These fault systems typically appear as vertical cliffs in the area, as the weathering process appears to strongly correlate to the existing fault zones. These faults coincide with some of the source areas of the previously reported debris flows (shown in Fig. 1). As it is inferred that future debris flow in this area is likely to recur, there is an urgent need to assess the debris flow hazard of this area.

Regarding landslide hazard assessment mapping, many review articles exist, such as Hansen (1984), Varnes (1984), Einstein (1988, 1997), Fell and Hartford (1997), Hungr (1997), and Leroi (1997). Landslide hazard mapping is very useful in estimating, managing and mitigating landslide hazard for a region. Ideally, a reliable debris flow hazard map should carry appropriate weights from historical landslide events, from geomorphological analysis, and from mechanical or dynamical analysis of slides, falls, and flows of the earth mass. Since all three aspects of hazard analysis involve
a large amount of factual, geological and simulated data, the use of computer or information technology is crucial to the success of such analysis. Since the mid 1980s, geographical information systems (GIS) have become a very popular technology for analyzing natural hazards, including landslides (Coppock, 1995). Some of these GIS-based hazard analyses focus on earthquake-induced landslides (e.g. Luzi et al., 2000), and some on rainfall-induced landslides (e.g. Miller and Sias, 1998). GIS analysis has also been proposed to produce rockfall hazard maps (e.g. Cancelli and Crosta, 1994). However, the reliability of the hazard analysis does not depend on which GIS software or platform is used but on what analysis method is employed (Carrara et al., 1999; Guzzetti et al., 2000). Therefore, various methods of analysis have been proposed by many different authors (e.g. Carrara et al., 1991; Dikau et al., 1996; Leroi, 1997; Guzzetti et al., 1999; Carrara et al., 1999; Guzetti et al., 2000; Dai and Lee, 2002a, b; Chau et al., 2003). One main limitation for all these analyses is that dynamics of debris flows or landslides has not been included in the hazard mapping.

The main objective of this study is to propose a methodology for GIS-based hazard mapping that explicitly incorporates the dynamics of debris flow. Leung King Estate is selected for the present study as an example. A terrain model of the Leung King area is first generated by using the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the GIS-based digital contour map. Then, the topographical data from the terrain model is used in numerical simulations. The simulations use a flow dynamics model modified from Takahashi et al. (1992). In addition, a new erosion initiation criterion, which depends on the solid concentration in the flow, the percentage of fine solids, and the terminal settling velocity of particles in the flow, proposed by Lo and Chau (2003) is also used. Potential debris sources in Leung King area are identified, within which the potential volume of the largest debris flows along various gullies is estimated. The discharge histogram of the source based upon the flow rate measured by Pierson (1995) for the debris flow induced by the 18 May 1980 eruption of Mountain St. Helens is also assumed. The corresponding solid concentrations in the histogram follow the data adopted.
in the simulation for the Horadani debris flow in Japan (private communication, Takahashi and Nakagawa). Other debris flow parameters are selected based on either suggestions by Takahashi et al. (1992) or interpreted data from the 1990 Tsing Shan event, which occurred not too far from Leung King Estate, as discussed by Lo and Chau (2003) and Lo (2003). The results of the simulations predict the runout of potential future debris flows. A hazard map for Leung King Estate is generated using GIS based upon the results of the numerical simulations. Finally, we also illustrate the generation of another hazard map of Leung King Estate by incorporating the results of numerical simulations and the statistical approach based on past landslide records.

2 Debris flow model

In the literature, there is no theoretical flow model that can simulate debris flow over a three-dimensional terrain, that at the same time takes into consideration changing of the bed by erosion and deposition. The only available models that can simulate three-dimensional debris flow approximately are the two-dimensional depth average models (e.g. Savage and Hutter, 1991; Takahashi et al., 1992; O’Brien et al., 1993; Denlinger and Iversion, 2001; Ghilardi et al., 2001). Most of these models did not incorporate erosion and deposition mechanism; only the models by Takahashi et al. (1992) and Ghilardi et al. (2001) incorporated the possibility of erosion and deposition. In this study, we have adopted the model proposed by Takahashi et al. because it has been available for use (private communication, Takahashi and Nakagawa). Without going into the details, we should emphasize a major limitation of the model by Takahashi et al. (1992), which is referred as the T-model hereafter. That is, the critical slope gradient for the onset of erosion is assumed constant in the model. This is only an approximation since the critical gradient would naturally depend on the streampower of the flow. Modification to the criterion for the onset of erosion will be discussed in later section.

In the T-model, the mixture is assumed to consist of three components, water, fine solid particles, and coarse solid particles. The content of solids is represented by volumetric concentrations of solid particles in the mixture \( c_{sp} \), of coarse solid particles in the mixture \( c_{cp} \), of fine solid particles in mixture \( c_{fp} \), and of fine solid particles in interstitial fluid \( c_{if} \). They are defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_{sp} &= \frac{V_s}{V_T}; \\
    c_{cp} &= \frac{V_c}{V_T}; \\
    c_{fp} &= \frac{V_f}{V_T}; \\
    c_{if} &= \frac{V_i}{V_i}.
\end{align*}
\]

where \( V_f, V_c, V_i, \) and \( V_T \) are the volumes of fine solid particles, coarse solid particles, interstitial fluid, and of total solid particles respectively. Summing all \( V_f, V_c, \) and \( V_i \) equals the total volume of mixture \( V_T \); and summing \( V_f \) and \( V_c \) equals \( V_i \). Clearly, \( c_{if} \) and \( c_{fp} \) are not independent, and it is straightforward to show that they are related by \( c_{fp} = (1 - c_{cp})c_{if} \).

2.1 The governing equations

The flows of the fine and coarse particles through a small control volume satisfy the following continuity equations (Takahashi et al., 1992)

\[
\begin{align*}
    \frac{\partial c_{cp}h}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial c_{cp}M}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial c_{cp}N}{\partial y} &= i c_{cp}, \\
    \frac{\partial c_{fp}h}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial c_{fp}M}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial c_{fp}N}{\partial y} &= i c_{fp},
\end{align*}
\]

(for coarse solid particles) \hspace{2cm} (3)

where \( M \) and \( N \) are the average fluxes over flow depth \( h \) along the \( x - \) and \( y - \) directions respectively. The velocity of either gain or loss of the solid particles is denoted by \( i \) which is less than zero for deposition, and greater than zero for erosion. The subscript "∗" indicates either the solid concentration of the eroded or the deposited debris mixtures at the static bed. In this model, discharge histograms of both \( c_{cp} \) and \( c_{fp} \) must be input at an upstream boundary.

The momentum equations of the debris mixtures flowing along the \( x - \) and \( y - \) directions are respectively (Takahashi et al., 1992):

\[
\begin{align*}
    \frac{\partial M}{\partial t} + \beta \frac{\partial u_0 M}{\partial x} + \beta y \frac{\partial v_0 M}{\partial y} &= gh \sin \theta_{bx} - gh \cos \theta_{by} \frac{\partial (z_b + h)}{\partial x} - \frac{\tau_{bx}}{\rho_T}, \\
    \frac{\partial N}{\partial t} + \beta \frac{\partial u_0 N}{\partial x} + \beta y \frac{\partial v_0 N}{\partial y} &= gh \sin \theta_{bx} - gh \cos \theta_{by} \frac{\partial (z_b + h)}{\partial y} - \frac{\tau_{by}}{\rho_T},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( g \) is the gravitational constant (9.81 m/s\(^2\)); \( z_b \) is the deposit thickness; \( u_0 \) and \( v_0 \) are the velocities along \( x - \) and \( y - \) directions respectively; \( \beta \) is a momentum correction factor; \( \rho_T \) is the equivalent density of the debris mixture; \( \theta_{bx} \) and \( \theta_{by} \) are the tangents at the bed along the \( x - \) and \( y - \) directions respectively; and \( \tau_{bx} \) and \( \tau_{by} \) are the base shear resistances along the \( x - \) and \( y - \) directions respectively. Full details of the T-model are referred to Takahashi et al. (1992) and Takahashi (1981, 1991).

2.2 Modifications made to Takahashi’s model

A new erosion initiation criterion has been proposed by Lo and Chau (2003). The full details of this modification are beyond the scope of the present study. Only the main results will be summarized here. In particular, the minimum energy gradient, than \( \theta_{\text{min}} \) (i.e. a natural slope with energy gradient \( \theta \)
less than $\theta_{\text{min}}$ will suffer no erosion) is derived as (Lo, 2003; Lo and Chau, 2003):

$$
\tan \theta_{\text{min}} = \tan \left[ \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{c_{sp} G_s \rho_w \left( \int_{P_f}^1 \omega_r dP \right) / (1 - P_f) \left( \frac{\sigma - 2 \rho_m}{\sigma - \rho_m} \right) \right)}{F \rho_m \sqrt{u_0^2 + v_0^2}} \right]
$$

(6)

where $c_{sp}$, $F$, $G_s$, $\sigma$, $\rho_w$, $P_f$, $P$, $u_0$, $v_0$, $\rho_m$ and $\omega_r$ are solid concentration in the flow, excess fraction of the stream-power available for erosion (typically 0.1–0.2), specific gravity of the solid particles, density of the solid particles, density of water, percentage of fine solid (i.e. particle size less than 63 µm), percentage of solid mass in the fluid with a certain particle size $d$, average flow velocity along the $x$-direction, average flow velocity along $y$-direction, density of the muddy water (i.e. the interstitial fluid), and relative settling velocity of particle of size $d$ respectively. The main contribution from (6) is that the start of erosion is no longer set as an empirical constant, but a function of the fluid properties and flow energy. Thus, in general, $\theta_{\text{min}}$ becomes a function of the flow and thus changes with the position of the slope (as the flow parameters change along the slope profile). As shown by Lo (2003) and Lo and Chau (2003), after incorporating this erosion criterion, the simulations of the T-model fit better with the field record of the 1990 Tsing Shan debris flow. The results are reported in the next section.
Fig. 3. The study area for debris flow hazard assessment of Leung King Estate.

Fig. 4. (a) A contour map for generating the DEM of Leung King Estate; (b) the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of Leung King Estate.
If the channel slope $\theta$ along a gully is larger than the minimum energy gradient $\theta_{\text{min}}$ given by Eq. (6), the velocity of erosion $i$ defined in Eq. (2) can be determined from the following empirical formula (Takahashi et al., 1992):

$$i = K \sqrt{gh \sin^{3/2} \theta} \left[ 1 - \frac{\sigma - \rho_i}{\rho_i} c_{\text{cp}} \left( \frac{\tan \alpha}{\tan \theta} - 1 \right) \right]^{1/2} \left( \frac{\tan \alpha}{\tan \theta} - 1 \right) (c_{\text{ca}} - c_{\text{cp}}) \frac{h}{d} \quad (7)$$

where $K$, $g$, $\sigma$, $\rho_i$, $h$, $\alpha$, and $c_{\text{ca}}$ are a numerical constant (typically 0.06), the gravitational constant, the density of the interstitial fluid, the density of the debris material, the flow depth, the mean diameter of solid particles, the dynamic frictional angle, and the equilibrium solid concentration. Equation (7) is obtained by assuming that erosion is caused by the dynamic action of the shear stress on the bed by the interstitial fluid of the overlying sediment-laden flow. This erosion process is assumed to continue as long as the entrained-solids is less than the equilibrium value $c_{\text{ca}}$. As shown in Eq. (7) that when $c_{\text{cp}}$ increases to $c_{\text{ca}}$, the erosion velocity $i$ diminishes to zero.

2.3 Parameter calibration using the 1990 Tsing Shan debris flow

To illustrate the applicability of the present numerical model (the modified Takahashi model or the MT model), the 1990 Tsing Shan debris flow occurred on the eastern flank of Tsing Shan is selected for parameter calibration. This event occurred on 11 September 1990 and is the largest debris flow in the recorded history of Hong Kong (see Fig. 2a). It was estimated that a total of 19,000 m$^3$ of debris were deposited down slope. The total travel distance is about 1 km (King, 1996). Although this event is relatively well-documented, similar to most other debris flows reported elsewhere no discharge histrogram was measured. Approximation becomes inevitable in generating the histograms for numerical simulations. One simple way to establish the discharge histogram is to assume that the general characteristics of discharge are similar for different events. In particular, a detailed literature review shows that most discharge histograms measured in field have an initial sharp increase in discharge, followed by an exponential decay of the flow rate. One such example is the debris flow measured after the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens (Pierson, 1995). Therefore, in this study, the discharge histogram recorded at Mount St. Helens will be scaled down to match to the total volume of debris reported for the 1990 Tsing Shan debris flow. Regarding the solid (both fine and coarse) concentrations in the discharge, we use the solid concentrations adopted for the Horadani debris flow simulation (private communication, Takahashi and Nakagawa). Most of the other model parameters can be estimated from the report of King (1996); if not, they have been adopted from the data set for the Horadani debris flow simulation. For example, the coarse and fine solid concentrations were obtained from the laboratory results reported by King (1996).

Figure 2b shows the results of a particular simulation of the 1990 Tsing Shan debris flow by using the MT-model summarized in the previous section. For the purpose of comparison, the actual field observation is also reported Fig. 2a. Figure 2 shows that the simulation result is comparable to that of the field observation, both in terms of the total deposit area as well as the runout displacement. The shaded area labeled as “field” in Fig. 2b is the field observation of the deposit area, whereas the open circles denote the boundary of the deposit predicted in the numerical simulation. Based upon this comparison, the model parameters are calibrated and are adopted for the simulations for Leung King Estate area. In addition, we have also conducted a very comprehensive parametric study of the choice of various input parameters (Lo, 2003), but the details will not be given here.

We should emphasize here that the main objective of the present study is not on the discussion of a particular debris flow simulation model (such as the MT-model), but instead on the introduction of a methodology that incorporates numerical simulation for hazard mapping. Therefore, the details of the numerical simulation are not crucial here. The full details are referred to Lo (2003). Indeed, the same methodology can also be applied for hazard mapping with other suitable numerical simulation models, if it is deemed appropriate.

3 Incorporation of numerical simulations with GIS mapping

In this section, we will demonstrate how to produce a “flow-dynamics-based” hazard map for Leung King Estate incorporating GIS technology. The selected area for our hazard study is shown in Fig. 3, and Leung King Estate is also indicated in the figure. The boundary of the study area coincides with the catchment area for Leung King Estate.

3.1 Generation of DEM for simulation

In order to generate the topographical data required for the simulation using MT-model, a GIS-based digital map given in Fig. 4a is first converted to a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (shown in Fig. 4b). The resolution of the DEM is 10 m × 10 m and is saved as raster in ArcGIS. This pixel or raster-based DEM for Leung King Estate is then converted to a data file format readable by the MT-model for the computer simulation. Each data point contains elevation and coordinates, and this data set forms our topographical model.

3.2 Source identification and flow quantification

3.2.1 Source zones

Next step is to identify the potential source zones. After field trip work in the area and after studying the available aerial photographs, eight potential source zones were identified. They are labeled as (a) to (h) in Fig. 5. From field observation, the average thickness of colluvium in the source...
areas is estimated from 1.3 m to 1.7 m. The total volume of soil and boulders that may be mobilized from each zone can then be estimated from using a standard functions available in ArcGIS. The accuracy of these estimated volumes can always be improved if more thorough site investigations are conducted. These volumes form the basis for constructing our inflow histrographs at the upstream boundary of each simulation.

3.2.2 Discharge histrograph

In particular, after scaling the discharge histrograph of the debris flow of Mount. St. Helens, the histrograph for each source zone can be generated. They are given in Fig. 6 for all source zones (a) to (h). In order to put the magnitude of the discharge in the right perspective, all histrographs shown in Fig. 6 are given on the same scale. As expected from Fig. 5, the largest potential debris flow is likely to be from source area (h) followed by source area (f). The smallest discharge is from source area (e).

3.2.3 Solid concentration histrograph

The ratio of coarse to fine solid concentrations are determined from laboratory data of soil sample from Tsing Shan, whereas the histrographs of solid concentrations are adopted from those used for the Horadani debris flow simulation. The solid concentration histrographs are given in Fig. 7 for all source areas (a) to (h). Again all plots are given in the same scale for easy comparisons. The amount of solid involved in each of these numerical simulations can be integrated from the discharge histrographs given in Fig. 6 in connection with the solid concentrations given in Fig. 7.

3.3 Results of numerical simulations

The results of the numerical simulations are given in Fig. 8 using ArcGIS. The deposition fan is marked by the dotted lines, and the thickness of the deposition is indicated by the darkness of the shaded areas within the marked areas of deposition. At some locations, the spatially distributed debris deposition can be up to 6 m thick (approximately...
Fig. 6. Discharge histrographs for the source zones (a) to (h) shown in Fig. 5. The shapes of these histrographs are similar to that of the debris flow occurred after the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens.

corresponding to the height of 2 storeys). Except for simulation from source area (e), all simulated debris flows reach the buildings located inside Leung King Estate. The “Y”-shaped and “+”-shaped buildings are residential blocks within the Estate while other facilities (like the shopping mall, primary and secondary schools) are denoted by polygons of different shapes. Although the largest volume of debris is likely to be from source zone (h), the most dangerous debris flow is the one from source zone (b) due to the proximity of the source zone to downslope buildings and due to the steepness of the gully in which this debris flow would travel. The results of these simulations should, however, be interpreted with caution since they probably represent the worst scenarios related to these source zones. In the case of heavy rain, one or more of these source zones may become fluidized and debris flow initiation may happen. However, it is very unlikely that all potential debris flows will be mobilized at the same time, and the actual involved volume may also vary depending on the intensity of rain.

3.4 Debris flow hazard map

3.4.1 Hazard map based solely on numerical simulation

By assuming the worst-case scenario that all debris flows occur at the same time, we extract the maximum depth at each location from all eight numerical simulations shown in Fig. 8 and the result is given in Fig. 9. The flow-dynamics-based plot provides a hazard map to identify the most dangerous areas within the Estate. Based upon this map, remedial and mitigation measures can be planned. The advantage of this kind of hazard map is that it is based purely on dynamics, instead of on expert opinions or on past debris flow records. It is believed that it provides an improvement on the traditional way of generating GIS-based hazard maps, which are based purely on statistical approach. It is because debris flow hazard level at a particular location should depend on whether there is a chance of being affected by nearby potential sources instead of based purely on past records and statistics.
Fig. 7. Solid concentration histograms for coarse, $c_{cp}$, and fine, $c_{fp}$, particles for the source zones (a) to (h) shown in Fig. 5. The ratio of the fine to coarse solid concentration is set according to field measurements for Tsing Shan, whereas the shapes of histograms are set according to the Horadani debris flow of Japan.

Of course, one can always argue that the estimation of the total volume of mobilizable colluvium may not be accurate, and that the flow model itself (MT-model in this case) may involve unwanted simplifications and assumptions. However, we can always conduct a more detailed site investigation such that the extent and thickness of colluvium can be estimated with higher certainty (if time and budget allow). Once a better or an improved theoretical model is available, the simulation can be conducted with higher accuracy. The main focus here is not on the absolutely accuracy of the hazard estimation, but on the idea of combining the sound theoretical approach in GIS-base hazard mapping, such that expert opinion can be reduced to a minimum.

In addition, the results of our numerical simulations can also be normalized to give a hazard index map. For example, Fig. 10 gives a plot of the hazard index defined as the normalized thickness of the deposition (with respect to the maximum predicted thickness of the deposit in the area). In this figure, we also have labeled the most affected locations; they are a primary school (as P), a secondary school (as S), and two building blocks (as B1 and B2). It seems that debris flow barriers should be installed in the future in protecting building blocks, S, B1, B2 and P. Although this plot is essentially the same as Fig. 9, it provides a normalized basis for combining the results of numerical simulations with other factors affecting the hazard estimation.

### 3.4.2 Hazard map combining numerical simulations with other factors

If numerical simulations presented in the paper are not available, the traditional way of assessing landslide hazard is to correlate statistically the local geological features, including elevation, slope angle, and geology and environmental effects to the actual landslide data. For example, in Fig. 11 the top four hazard index maps are given to indicate the effects...
of other factors, such as elevation, slope angle, geology and rainfall. All these maps have been normalized with respect to the maximum value of the probability of debris flow occurrence within any class of each factor.

For these four hazard index maps, we refer to the analysis by Evans et al. (1999), who have examined the correlations between natural terrain landslide (or debris flow) occurrence and degree of erosion, terrain landform, lithology,
slope angle, slope aspect, elevation and vegetation for Hong Kong using aerial photographs and GIS. For example, the geological factor “elevation” can be divided into 4 classes as: 0–200 m, 200–400 m, 400–600 m and > 600 m (Evans et al., 1999). Table 12 of Evans et al. (1999) shows that the densities of debris flow events per survey area (event/km) for these 4 classes are 39.41, 40.06, 36.51, and 19.32 respectively. Note that Evans et al. (1999) termed debris flow as natural terrain landslides in their report. Consequently, normalization gives the hazard index for the elevation hazard map with index values of 0.9838, 1, 0.9114 and 0.4823 for the 4 different classes. Thus, an elevation-based hazard index map is generated with indices less than or equal to 1. Similarly, the data given in Tables 8 and 10 of Evans et al. (1999) can lead to the hazard index maps for geology and slope angle shown in Fig. 11. The rainfall hazard index maps are obtained from rainfall maps published by the Hong Kong Observatory from 1990 to 2000. In particular, the monthly rainfall maps with the maximum values within the 11 year period from 1990 to 2000 are extracted and averaged using raster calculator available in ArcGIS to yield the rainfall hazard raster map. Then, the map is normalized with respect to the maximum average rainfall value to yield the hazard index map shown in Fig. 11. The full details of the establishment of these hazard maps can be referred to Chau et al. (2003).

Once the hazard index maps with the maximum index value being unity are obtained for each factor (either geology or environment), they can be combined to yield a final hazard map by assigning different weighting to each factor. For example, if hazard indices \( H_{ji}, i=1,2, \ldots, n \), where \( n \) is the number of classes in each factor; \( j=1,2, \ldots, m \), where \( m \) being the number of factors) with weightings
Fig. 10. A hazard map based solely on computer simulations. The maximum index on the map is one. Building footprints are given as unfilled polygons.

\[ \text{Hazard}(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{W_j H_{ji}(x)}{\sum_{j=1}^{m} W_j}. \]  

Since the values on the right hand side of (8) are scaled with respect to the sum of the weightings, the maximum value of Hazard(x) at any pixel must be less than or equal to 1. The calculation of hazard map based upon Eq. (8) can be done efficiently by using “raster calculator” available in ArcGIS. Figure 11a shows a hazard map based purely on statistical analysis without using simulation results given in Fig. 10, by combining the top 4 hazard index maps for elevation, slope angle, geology and rainfall with corresponding weightings of 1.0, 1.0, 0.5 and 1.0.

However, if one incorporates the hazard index of numerical simulation given in Fig. 10 with a weighting of 1.0 (which is selected for illustrative purpose only and in fact any weighting can be assigned) but assumes the total weighting in the denominator of (8) constant, Fig. 11b is obtained. Comparison of Figs. 11a and b reveals that the statistical hazard map severely underestimates the potential debris flow hazard at all building blocks S, P, B1 and B2 shown in Fig. 10. Thus, the traditional approach based purely on past landslide record does not necessarily yield reliable results compared to the flow-dynamics-based estimation. Therefore, it is unsafe to estimate hazard level based simply on a
Four basic factor hazard maps for elevation, slope angle, rainfall and geology are shown in the top row. (a) A hazard map combining the top four hazard maps (but without the results of numerical simulations); (b) A hazard map incorporating the results of numerical simulations given in Fig. 10 (the weightings for each factor are given in the text).

4 Conclusions

We have presented an approach to estimate the potential hazard of debris flow by incorporating the results of numerical theoretical simulations of debris flow and GIS technology. The flow model adopted here is that of Takahashi et al. (1992), with appropriate modifications incorporated. The Tsing Shan debris flow of 1990 is used as a benchmark to calibrate the required parameters and data for simulations, and Leung King Estate is selected as an example to illustrate how the debris flow hazard in terms of deposition coverage and thickness can be generated. It is expected that the present methodology will be further applied to other areas in Hong Kong and other parts of the world. It is also demonstrated that it is unsafe and not conservative to estimate hazard level based simply on a statistical approach, and numerical simulation results must be incorporated. This new approach opens up a new direction for future research. In the long run, flow-dynamics-based GIS hazard mapping may better be received by city planners because of its sound theoretical background. Nevertheless, much work remains to be done, before a robust and efficient methodology can be applied for routine hazard assessment.
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